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A new unified approach to equivalence, reduction and minimization of finite automata over 
semirings, based on free semimodules, is presented. It includes as special cases deterministic, 
nondeterministic, stochastic and fuzzy automata. A necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a finite behaviour matrix for a given automaton is proved. Different algorithmical 
decidability properties for equivalence, reduction and minimization are connected to a Noetherian 
property in the category .‘F, fl<</(: of the semimodules over the semiring %. 
1. Algebraic preliminaries 
We present here the basic algebraic notions on the equivalence, reduction and 
minimization of finite automata over semirings. The terminology for algebra and 
category theory is as in [S, 93, 
1.1. Definition. A unitary semiring [S, 73 %=(C, t, . , 0, 1) is a set C equipped with 
two binary operations + and . and two nullary operations 0 and 1 such that: 
(i) (C, +, 0) is a commutative monoid; 
(ii) (C, ., 1) is a monoid; 
(iii) the multiplication distributes over addition, i.e. 
(a+b).c=a.c+b.c and a.(b+c)=a.b+a.c for any a, b, CEC; 
(iv) a.O=O.u=O for any a15C. 
If (C, - > 1) is commutative, then % is a commutative semiriny. 
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1.2. Examples. (1) Any ring with unit (in particular, any field) is a semiring. 
(2) Any bounded chain 9’ = (L, v , A, 0, 1) over the ordered set L with operations 
join v and meet A, smallest element 0 and greatest element 1, is a semiring. In 
particular, 
(i) the Boolean semiring g2 = ({0, 1 }, v , A, 0, 1) with disjunction v and conjunc- 
tion A is a semiring; 
(ii) the algebras ([0, 11, max, min, 0, l), ([0, 11, min, max, 1, 0), ([0, 11, max, . , 0, 1) 
are semirings; 
(3) R, =(R+, +, . , 0, 1) is a semiring. 
Remark. In what follows, by semiring is meant a commutative unitary semiring. 
1.3. Definition. Let %? be a semiring. A commutative monoid V =( V, +, 0) is a %?- 
semimodule if there exists a scalar multiplication operation . : C x V+ V such that for 
all a, bEC, 0, wEV: 
(i) a.(u+w)=a.o+a.w; (a+b).u=u.v+b.u; 
(ii) (u.b).u=u.(b.u); 
(iii) 1 . u = v; 
(iv) u.O=O. 
Remark. We write simply % and Y for the semiring and the semimodule, respectively, 
when the meaning is clear. 
1.4. Definition. Let -I’ and “i&? be %?-semimodules. A function f:V-+“tY is 
a semimodule morphism if, for any v, VI, V”E V, UEC, 
.f(O ,-)=O, 3 f(v’ + v”) =f(v’) +f(v”), f(u . v) = a .f(v). 
If f: VY-,VY and g: w+% are semimodule morphisms, then the composition 
g of: q”--& is also a semimodule morphism. 
Remark. We denote by Y.k&& (or simply Y&k’) the category of all semimodules 
over V [ 1 l] with objects GbYJH, i.e. all %?-semimodules, and morphisms J&JAY&, i.e. 
all morphisms of %-semimodules. The composition law in Y& is the usual composi- 
tion of semimodule morphisms. 
The semimodule Y’ = (V’, + , 0) is a subsemimodule of a semimodule V = (V, + , 0) 
iff V’ G V and the insertion function ,j : V’+ V is a semimodule morphism. 
Let Xc V be a nonempty set and V be a %?-semimodule. 
1.5. Definition. V is a free %‘-semimodule over the system of generators X if for any 
%‘-semimodule $kP and any function h: X -+ W there exists a unique morphism 
g : $“+W of semimodules with h = g 0 j, where j : X+ V is the insertion function. 
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Let X be a nonempty set, V be a semiring, f: X-+C be an arbitrary function. We 
denote, for convenience, by the bold letter f the formal sum 
f= 1 fx.% 
XSX 
where fx=f(x) for each XEX; f is called a hear combination (LC) of XEX with 
coefficients fxEC. 
For arbitrary formal sums f and g and any UEC we define the sum and the scalar 
multiplication, respectively, as follows: 
f+g= c f,.x+ 1 gx.x= c (fx+&).x; 
XCX XEX XEX 
u.f=u. c fx.x= c (u.fx).x. 
XCX XGX 
The zero formal sum O=CxeX 0. x is the neutral element with respect to the 
addition. Now it is easy to verify that the set of all formal sums (notation VX) 
is a free %‘-semimodule with respect to the above operations. 
Let XEX be fixed and X’EX be arbitrary. We denote by l,:X+C the function 
1,(x’) = 
1 if x’=x, 
0 otherwise. 
Later on we shall identify any formal sum 1, with the corresponding XEX, i.e. 1, =x. 
Let %‘“X and ^y_ Y be free %‘-semimodules and let t : VX-+V Y be a semimodule 
morphism. 
For any 1, E XEX the image t(x) = WE f Y, being an element of V Y, is representable 
as a linear combination of the generators 1, -YE Y with coefficients t,,EC, i.e. as 
a formal sum of the form (1). This means that for the given XEX there exists a function 
t,: Y-C such that the corresponding formal sum of the form CyEY tyx.y is nothing 
else than w. i.e. 
c L-Y= w = t(X)EvY. 
YSY 
(2) 
Hence, the free semimodule morphism t: VX+Y Y determines uniquely a two- 
dimensional table of coefficients tyxEC, XEX, YE Y. Bearing this in mind, we can assign 
to each t : YX+ 9-Y the matrix M, =(fyx), determined uniquely by (2): 
t: VX+VY E+ Mt=(tr,), t&C, XEX, YE Y. (3) 
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Now let M,=(t,,) and Mh =(!I,,,) be the matrices corresponding to t : VX+VY and 
k : V Y-+ VZ. The matrix product 
Mh.Mt=(gZ,), with gzx= C kzy.tyx, 
YSY 
(4) 
computed in V, corresponds to the composition k 0 t: VX-+YZ (y Y-complete [IS]). 
For our purpose - the unified automata theory, we introduce the notion of a steady 
semiring, defined in [l, Part B] as a probability semiring. 
1.6, Definition. Let ??=(C, +, . , 0, 1) be a semiring, ~$7 =(K, . , 1) be a submonoid of 
(C, . , 1) and & = (M, . , 1) be a submonoid of xx. %? is called a steady semiring (notation 
<C, K, M)) if 
(i) OEK; 
(ii) if a,, . . . , a,EK, bl, . . . , b,EK (b,, . . . , b,EM) and Cl<i<n aiEK (Cl<iGn aiEM), 
then xl<i<n ai.biEK (Cl<i<n ai.biEM). 
For the underling semirings in the following examples refer to the examples in 
Section 1.2. 
1.7. Examples. (1) For %?= I%‘+ we obtain the steady semiring (R,, (0, l}, { 1) ), 
important for deterministic automata. 
(2) For @7?=gz we have ({0, l}, 10, 1}, (1)) as a basis for nondeterministic 
automata. 
(3) For $9 = R, the steady semiring (R + , [0, 11, (1)) is underling for stochastic 
automata. 
(4) For %= 9 as described in Example 2(ii) of Section 1.2 the different steady 
semirings (L, L, L) are underling for various fuzzy automata. 
2. Automata over steady semirings 
We define automaton over a steady semiring in order to unify various automata 
theories-our approach includes the well-known results for deterministic, nondeter- 
ministic, stochastic and fuzzy automata. The terminology and notations for automata 
theory are as in [l, 2, 3, 4, 5, lo]. 
2.1. Definition. An automaton d over ‘8 is a 5-tuple .d=(X, Q, Y, k, %T), where X, Q, 
Y are nonempty sets of input letters, states and output letters, respectively, %? is a steady 
semiring, k: V(X x Q)+V( Y x Q)EJ~‘AYA is a morphism of free semimodules. If 
X, Q and Y are finite, then & is a jnite %-automaton. 
Using the expression (2) we shall write for k(x, q)~“f( Y x Q) the formal sum 
0, 4) = c W, qhy, 4,). (y, q’), 
(Y.~')EYxQ 
where Nx, qhy, q’) EK for any (x, q)EX x Q, (y, q’)E Yx Q. 
(5) 
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2.2. Interpretations. If we use the steady semirings, given in Examples 1.7, we easily 
obtain deterministic, nondeterministic, stochastic and fuzzy automata: 
(1) CR+, (0, l}, (1)) IS a b asis for deterministic automata, i.e. for each (x, q)EX x Q 
in (5) there exists exactly one (y, q’)E Yx Q, such that 
1 
k(x’ ‘)(Y”, 4”) = 
if (Y", 4”) =(y, q’), 
0 otherwise > 
and d is a deterministic automaton [l, 3, 5, 7, 161. It operates at instants to, tl, . . . ; 
w% 4hY, $I= 1 means that d is in the current state qEQ and receives an input letter 
XEX; it transmits an output letter ye Y and establishes a new state q’EQ. The new state 
q’ and the output y are uniquely determined and they depend only on the former state 
and the input letter. Thus, there exists a function h that specifies uniquely the next 
state and the output letter in terms of the present state and the input letter, i.e. the 
stepwise bekaviour of d is well-defined by k and this behaviour is deterministic. 
(2) (9929 {O>lj, Cl>> is underling for nondeterministic automata: if there exists 
(x, q)cX x Q such that in the formal sum (5) k(x, q)(,,, qSl = 1 for more than one (y, q’)E 
Y x Q, then d is nondeterministic. That means, d has a nondeterministic behaviour, it 
may produce different pairs (symbol, next state) each time it is operated [16]. 
(3) CR+, CO, 11, (1)) is underling for stochastic automata [lo, 161, because 
c kk qh, q,) = 1 and 4x, qhy, q+ CO, 11 
(y.q')Ey~Q 
for any (x, qkx x Q, (Y, q’k Yx Q; 0, q)(y,q.) can be interpreted as the probability of 
transmitting ye Y and establishing a new state q’eQ under the input XEX and the 
curent state qEQ. There exists a function k that assigns to each present input letter and 
current state (x, q) a distribution on Y x Q specifying the probability for establishing 
the output ye Y and the next state q’EQ. In this sense the stepwise behaviour of ~2 is 
stochastic. 
(4) (L, L, L) is a basis for L-fuzzy automata [13]. Really, any coefficient 
0, q)(y, 4’) EL is the grade of membership for establishing the output ye Y and the next 
state q’EQ if the input letter is XEX and the current state is qEQ. In particular, for 
9 = ([0, 11, max, min, 0, 1) d is a pessimistic fuzzy automaton; for 2 = ([0, 11, min, 
max, 1, 0) S! is optimistic; for 2 =([O, 11, max, ., 0, 1) & is called max-product 
automaton, etc. [4, 14, 151. 
3. Behaviour matrix 
We shall consider the complete input-output behaviour of a given automaton over 
%’ for any finite sequence of instants and we shall describe it by a semi-infinite 
behaviour matrix M,. We investigate, when there exists a finite submatrix B of M,, 
such that any column in M, is a linear combination of the columns of B. 
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Later on, by automaton is meant a finite automaton over the steady semiring V. 
Let ,d =(X, Q, Y, h, %) be given. We construct a finite set of matrices 
M = {M(x/y)/x~X, YE Y}, where each M(x/y) is defined by h (cf. Definition 2.1) and (5) 
as follows: 
M(x/Y)=(mij(x/Y))i,j~lQI, mij(xlY) = h(x5 4ihy, 4,). (6) 
Here IQ1 is the cardinality of Q; since Q is finite, we can number its states as 
41, ... 9 4i3 ... ; each M(x/y) is a square matrix of order IQ1 and describes the in- 
put-output stepwise behaviour of ~2 (cf. 2.2). The set M contains 1X1.1 YI square 
matrices. 
3.1. Definition. An automaton over V is a 5-tuple &=(X, Q, Y, M, S’), where X, Q, Y, 
G?? are as in Definition 2.1 and M is obtained according to the expression (6). 
3.2. Corollary. The Dejnitions 2.1 and 3.1 are equivalent. 
Now we focus our attention on the complete input-output behaviour of an 
automaton and how we can compute it. 
Let X be the finite set of input letters that represents the atomic objects used in the 
construction of the words. By a word of length k on an alphabet X we mean a sequence 
w =x1 . . . xk of k letters in X, formed by concatenation of the symbols x1, . . . , x~EX. 
We write IwI = k to indicate that w is a word of length k. The empty word is denoted by 
1, (111=0. 
3.3. Notations. (1) For the set of all words of length k (k=O, 1, . ..) on X we write 
X,=(1*}, . . . , Xk={W/W=Xil . . . xi~, Iwl=k, kiwi). (7) 
W= us ,, Xk is the set of all words on X. If X is nonempty, then W is denumerable [3] 
and W-X *, where X * is the free monoid generated by X. 
(2) Let d =(X, Q, Y, M, 55’) be the given automaton. We denote by (Xl Y)* the set 
of all input-output pairs of words of the same length: 
(x/Y)*={(U/v)~UEx*, UEY*, lul=lvl}. (8) 
We simply write (u/v)E(X/Y)* to distinguish the case (u, V)EX * x Y* with lulflul. 
(3) Let .%!=(X, Q, Y, M, +Z) be the given automaton. Bearing in mind the set M, 
which characterizes the stepwise behaviour of &, we can uniquely extend it in 
a natural way for any pair (u/v)E(X/Y)* in order to obtain the complete input-output 
behaviour of d: 
M(u14=M(~Il~I)..~ M(x,ly,)=(mq~,J(ulu)), (9) 
where u=xl . x~EX~, v= y, . . . yk~ Y,. If u = v = I_, then M(A/L) = (mij(L/A)) and 
mij(A/E,) = 1 if i =j; mij(A/n) = 0 otherwise. The matrix multiplication in (9) is computed 
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in the steady semiring V as in (4). For R + and gZ it is the usual matrix product and the 
product of Boolean matrices, respectively. For @ = 6p it is the A - v -product, which in 
particular can be max-min, min-max, max-product, etc., multiplication of matrices, 
depending on di”. 
The matrix M(u/v) = (m,,,,(u/u)) shows the behaviour of -i-9 if the input word is U, the 
beginning state is qi, the response output word is u and the final state is qj. Any 
element rn,,Jn/r)~K can be considered as a suitable description (probability, grade of 
membership, weight, indication of the paths along which signals pass, etc.) depending 
on the kind of the automaton under study. 
(4) Let E,,, x 1 be a column matrix over V whose entries are all 1. For a given 
automaton .c9 and any pair (u/tl)~(X/Y)* we define 
E(“/n)=M(u/v).E=(eg~(u/u))iQIQl, (10) 
where M(u/u) is as in (9). The expression (10) means that 
eg, (u/4 = C mgl qj b/v), (11) 
Y,EQ 
i.e. we are not interested in the next state qj ~ it is quite usual in the automata theory to 
consider .c4 as a “black box”. 
For example, in stochastic automata theory, eqi(u/u) is the probability for the 
response output v if the input word is u and the starting state is qi [lo]. For max-min 
fuzzy automata [4, 141 it means the way with maximal grade of membership; for 
deterministic and nondeterministic automata e,Ju/~)= 1 means there is a way to 
obtain the output u if the input is u and the starting state is qi. Note that e,,(Y%) = 1 for 
any qiEQ. 
(5) With the above notions and constructions we assign to each 
&=(X, Q, Y, M, %) a morphism of E-semimodules t: V(X/Y)*-+VQ, defined for 
(u/u)@X/Y)* as follows: 
(12) 
Here the coefficients eq8 (u/u) are computed according to (11). For (12) we shall often 
use its coordinate form 
t(u/v) s E(u/u) = (e,,(u/v)). (13) 
The morphism t : V(X/Y)*-+VQ is determined as the unique extension of (12) to 
all elements of V(X/Y)*. We denote by M, the matrix associated with the morphism 
t (cf. (3)) and we shall call it the complete behauiour matrix for .d. 
Since the matrix M, plays a central role in this exposition, we shall describe it in 
detail. Bearing in mind the morphism t: V(X/Y)*+VQ, M, has IQ1 rows, numbered 
by the states of Q = {q 1, . . . , q,,} and columns, ordered by the lexicographical order in 
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(XIY)*={(W4, (XI/YI), (XI/YZ), . ..I. A ccording to the connection (3) between mor- 
phisms and matrices, we obtain 
Mt=(e4,(UIv))i~IQI.(uiV)E(X,Y)*= (E(ulr)) WV)E(X/Y)'. 
The matrix M, has the following extensive description: 
(14) 




1 e,,(xl/yl) ... e,,(u/v) ... 
1 e,,(xrlyI) ‘.. e,,(u/v) ... 
. . . 
411 1 e,JxIlyI) ... e,*(u/v) ... 
Since M, has IQ1 rows and denumerable columns, it is semiinfinite and this reflects 
over all algorithms, using M,, they will be infinite. Now the main question is: does 
there exist a finite submatrix of M, with sufficiently suitable properties with respect to 
the equivalence, reduction and minimization of automata? For this aim we shall 
answer, in the first place, whether a column E(u/v) is a linear combination (cf. (1)) of 
the previous columns in M,. According to (12) and (13), that means whether t(u/v) 
belongs to a suitable subsemimodule of VQ, as is discussed in Proposition 3.4. 
We introduce a sequence of subsets Go = {(i/J*)} =(X/Y),, . . . , Gk = Gk_ 1u 
(XIY)k=LJO+<k (X/Y),, . . . , G=(X/Y)*, where (X/Y), is as in (7) and (8). Indeed, 
GOcG1 c ... cG. 
3.4. Proposition. If t: V(X/Y)*+VQ is the semimodule morphism associated with the 
automaton &‘=(X, Q, Y, M, W), then 
(i) “l’Gk is a subsemimodule of VGk+ 1 for each k=O, 1, . . . ; 
(ii) t YGI, is a subsemimodule oft YGI, + 1 for each k = 0, 1, . ; 
(iii) if t”trGk=tVGk+l for some k=O, l,..., then t-IrG,=tVGk+r for each 
r=O, 1 ) . . . 
Proof. (i) G,,cG~~ ... cG*^Y-GOc-trG1c ... cVG; 
(ii) VGOc~Glc ... cVG=tVG,ctVGIE ... GtYG; 
(iii) since tVGk+lEtVGk+2, we shall show that the image of any (u/v)E(X/Y)~+~ 
belongs to tVGk+ 1. Let u=xu’, v=yv’, where XEX,~EY,(U’/V’)E(X/Y)~+~. With the 
notations of Section 3.3, 
t(u/v)= E(u/v)= E(xu’/yv’)= M(x/y). E(u’/u’). (15) 
But @‘I~‘HXIY)k+ 1 =t(u’/v’)Et”trGk+l=tVGk. That means t(u’/v’) is an LC of 
t(u”/v”), where (u”/zI”)E Gk: 
E(u’/v’) = c Cci e Ei(u”/v”). (16) 
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t(u/u) = M(x/y) . E(u’/u’) = M(x/y) . 1 Cti s Ei(U”/U”) 
(U”/U”) E cl‘ 
= J$ Eli e (M(X/y) s Ei(U”/U”)) = F C(i * Et(xu”/yt~“). 
But (u”/u”)E(X/Y)~ + (xu”/yv”)~(X/I%+ 1 and 
Now if w~“lrG~+~ is an arbitrary element of the form 
W= C Bi.(U”/U”)+ 
(u"/v")~Gr + I ,.,“,.L,+, yi-b’u), 
then the following equations are valid: 
t(w)= t ( ,.,,,.,I Gr E + I pi * (““Iu”) + (U,V)tL+* yi*(u’u) ) 
= C /?i s t(U”/U”) + C l/i * t(U,/U), 
(u”Ic”)EGL + 1 wL~)t(XIYh + 2 
and both components in this sum belong to tVG,+ 1 = t VG,, i.e. 
t(w)EtVGk+,=tVG,. 0 
Proposition 3.4(iii) means that any column vector E(u/u) with 1 UJ = ) u) > k is a linear 
combination of the columns E(u”/u”) for (u”/u”)~G~, i.e. E(u/u) =x,(U”jV”)EGI, C(i. Ei(u”/U”). 
3.5. Proposition (Topencharov and Peeva [173). For a semimodule Y^EOAYA the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) V is a Noetherian semimodule; 
(ii) each increasing sequence of subsemimodules of V, i.e. Vi c Vz c ... c 
“Lrkc ... ( such that pi # Vi+ 1, is finite; 
(iii) for each subsemimodule of V there exists a finite system of generators; 
(iv) each nonempty set of subsemimodules of V contains a maximal element. 
Let &=(X, Q, Y, M, %?) be a finite g-automaton, t : V(X/Y)*+VQ be the 
corresponding semimodule morphism (cf. (12)) and M, be the complete behaviour 
matrix, computed according to (14). 
3.6. Theorem. lf VQEC~&~.M is Noetherian, then 
(i) there exists kEN such that tVGk= tVG,+ 1; 
(ii) there exists ke N such that any column E(u/u) in M, with (u/u)E(X/Y),, for r > k, 
is an LC of the previous columns, i.e. E(u/u) =Ci C(i. E(u”/u”), where (u”/v”)~G~; 
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(iii) there exists afinite submatrix B of M,, B = (bi(u/U)), such that any column E(u’/v’) 
in M, is an LC of the columns of B, i.e. E(u’/v’) = xi tti. bi(u/v), where (u’/u’)E G, (U/U)E Gk . 
Proof. (i) Follows from Proposition 3.4; 
(ii) follows from Propositions 3.4(iii), 3.5(ii); 
(iii) follows from the construction (14) and Theorem 3.6(ii): bearing in mind that 
(X/Y)* is denumerable, we can construct B from the first k linearly independent 
columns in M,. 0 
Theorem 3.6 is essential for our unified approach: for algorithmical decidability of 
equivalence, reduction and minimization the matrix B has appropriate properties, as 
is shown in the next section. Now we shall consider the following two questions: 
(1) When does B exist for a given d? 
(2) If B exists, how to compute it? 
In order to answer the first question we consider the category 2 with two objects 
082 = { 1,2} and one nonidentical morphismf: 1 +2. Let &‘=(X, Q, Y, M, g) be the 
given g-automaton, 9 : 2+,4p~K be a functor. 
3.7. Definition. The functor 9 : 2+yJZ is called an automaton realization (notation 
F(2)=.&), if S(l)=$r(X/Y)*, s(2)=VQ, S(f)=t:V(X/Y)*-+VQ. 
3.8. Corollary. The Definitions 2.1, 3.1, and 3.7 are equivalent. 
If S(2)=& is an automaton realization and p(2)= VQ is a Noetherian 
semimodule in K&‘, then g(2)= JZZ is called a Noetherian automaton realization 
(NAR). 
Now from Theorem 3.6 we obtain the complete answer of the first question due to 
the categorical point of view. 
3.9. Corollary. There exists a$nite submatrix B of the complete behaviour matrix M, 
for a given automaton ~4 ifs the automaton realization g;(2) = d is a NAR. 
It is well known that we can compute B for deterministic, nondeterministic, 
stochastic and fuzzy automata [2, 10, 13,14, 163. The reason is that VQ is a Noether- 
ian module for deterministic and stochastic automata and, a Noetherian semimodule 
for nondeterministic and fuzzy automata [17]. 
In order to answer the second question - how to compute B - we assume in the 
sequel that p(2) = ,G? is a NAR. We have to find kgN with tVG, = tVG,+ 1 according 
to Theorem 3.6, i.e. for arbitrary (u/v)E(X/Y) k+ 1 we need a method for checking 
whether the column E(u/u) is an LC of the previous columns in M,: 
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or equivalently, we need a method to solve systems of linear equations over a semir- 
ing. It is still an open problem. 
3.10. Comments. If %7= R, (cf. Example 1.2 (3)), we can use the classical algebraic 
methods for solving systems of linear equations [9] and they work for stochastic [2, 
10, 161 and deterministic [16] automata. For any of those classes of automata 
k< IQ1 - 1 because VQ is finitely generated and Noetherian module. If 
% = dip or V = BZ (cf. Example 2 in Section 1.2), a method for solving systems of linear 
equations over a bounded chain is proposed in [13]. Computing the matrix B for 
._fZ-fuzzy automata and nondeterministic automata is considered in detail in [ 13, 161. 
The estimation is k < alQl - 1, where a stands for the number of the different entries in 
the set of the matrices A4 for the given .d. 
We would like to mention that all the following results are valid only if we have 
a method for solving systems of linear equations over a semiring. In order to make 
precise the results, we suppose that we know how to solve systems of linear equations 
over %?. 
4. Equivalence - algorithmical decidability 
We shall define equivalence for automata over steady semirings and consider its 
algorithmical decidability. The terminology for algorithmical decidability is as in [6]; 
for automata theory, as in [16]. 
Let &‘=(X, Q, Y, M, 55’) be the given automaton; CQ stands for the set of functions 
from Q to C. For f: Q+CE@, using (l), we define a row matrix Fi xlel=(f,),,Q, 
wheref,=f(q)EC; the matrix F is called a weakly initial distribution over Q. If d works 
under the distribution F, we call it weak/y initial automaton and write (d, F). We shall 
be interested in two special kinds of distributions: 





1 if q=q’, 
is called an initial distribution and the corresponding automaton (&, Z4) is an initial 
automaton. Any initial distribution I, selects the state qEQ as initial; 
(ii) the nonzero distribution 0, = (o~,&,~~, with oqs = 0 if q = q’, isolates the state qEQ 
when d begins with 0, over Q. 
4.1. Definition. Let d = (X, Q, Y, M, %‘) and d’ =(X, Q’, Y, M’, V) be the given 
g-automata with the same X, Y. 
(i) The weakly initial automata (JzZ, F) and (&‘, F’) are equivalent (notation 
(&, F)-(d’, F’)) iff the complete input-output behaviour of d under F coincides 
with that of &’ under F’; 
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(ii) & is weakly covered by &’ (notation JZ? & &‘) iff for each FeCQ there exists an 
F’EC~’ such that (~2, F)-(~8, F’); 
(iii) d and d’ are weakly equivalent iff ~2 & d’ and d’ & ~2 (notation JZZ M d’). 
4.2. Definition. Let &=(X, Q, Y, M, %) and d’ =(X, Q’, Y, M’, W) be the given 
%-automata with the same X, Y. 
(i) qEQ is equivalent to q’EQ’ (notation q-q’) iff (&, I,)-(&‘, I,,); 
(ii) SZ? is covered by d’ (notation & 5 JZ!‘) iff for each qEQ there exists an 
equivalent q’EQ’; 
(iii) & is equivalent to ~2’ (notation ~2%&‘) iff ~2 G ~2’ and &” & d. 
4.3. Properties. (i) & C, JZZ’ * ~2 & d’; 
(ii) ~-sZ’*~~JZZ’; 
(iii) the relations !G , & are rejexive and transitive; 
(iv) z and - are equivalence relations. 
4.4. Theorem. Let &‘=(X, Q, Y, M, %‘) and &‘=(X, Q’, Y, M’, U) be given. 
(i) for any FEC~, F’eCQ’: (&‘, F)-(d’, F’)oF.M,=F’.M;,; 
(ii) for any qEQ, q’EQ’:q”q’OZq.Mt=Iq,.M;,. 
Proof. (i) Follows from Definition 4.1(i) and the construction (14); 
(ii) follows from Definition 4.2(i) and Theorem 4.4(i). 
4.5. Corollary. (i) d & JS” ifs for each FEC~ there exists F’EC~’ such that 
F.M,=F’.M;s; 
(ii) S? !G &” ifsfor each qEQ there exists q’EQ’ such that I,. M,=Iq,. MI,. 
4.6. Theorem. The following relations are algorithmically decidable for any NAR in the 
category Y .42&,: 
(i) equivalence of states; 
(ii) equivalence of weakly initial automata; 
(iii) weakly covering of automata; 
(iv) weakly equivalence of automata; 
(v) covering of automata; 
(vi) equivalence of automata. 
Proof. Let ~2 =(X, Q, Y, M, %?) and d’ =(X, Q’, Y, M’, V) as NAR be given. 
(i) Let qiGQ and qjEQ’ be arbitrary states. In order to decide whether qi - qj we apply 
Theorem 4.4(ii), namely: qi - qjOI,i. M, =lgj. Mi.. But G? and ~2’ are NAR and, 
hence, VQ, VQ’ are Noetherian semimodules. According to Corollary 3.9, there exist 
finite submatrices B and B’ for M, and M,, respectively; since Zqi. M,= Iqj. M:. o 
lqi. B=Z,,.B’, we obtain the following criterion for establishing whether qi-qj: 
qi - qj -I_. M, = ZqJ. M;, 0 Iqi . B = Iqj. B’; 
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(ii) let (&, F) and (d’, F’) be weakly initial automata. Analogous to the previous 
proof, we obtain 
(&,F)-(d’,F’) o F.M,=F’.M;, o F.B o F’.B’; 
(iii) let qEQ be arbitrary. First we are interested in finding F’eCQ’ such that 
(~2, Zq)-(&‘, F’). According to Theorem 4.4(i) and Corollary 3.9 we have 
(&,I,)-(d’, F’) o Zq.Mt=F’.M;, o Z,.B=F’.B’. 
Now let us assume that for each qiEQ there exists Fj~C~‘such that (&, Z,,)-(&‘, F’), 
i.e. Z,,.M,=F;.Mj,. Any F=(f,,)eCQ is an LC, F=C4iEQfqi.Z4i. Then, we obtain 
where F’=CY,EQfq,.Fi. 
That means if for each qi~Q there exists an FLECK’, such that (d, Zqi)-(&‘, Fi), 
then for any F=(f,,)~c~ there exists an F’=CqiEQfqi. Fi such that (-02, F)-(d’, F’), 
i.e. & & &‘; 
(iv) follows from Theorem 4.6(iii) and Definition 4.2(iii); 
(v) follows from Theorem 4.6(i) and Definition 4.2(i); 
(vi) follows from Theorem 4.6(v) and Definition 4.2(iii). 0 
4.1. Corollary. Zf d is a NAR, it is algorithmically decidable whether q’- q” for any q’, 
q“EQ. 
Note that if q’-q”, then the rows corresponding to q’ and q” are equal in M, as well 
as in B. 
5. Reduction and minimization 
We shall investigate algorithmical solvability of the reduction and minimization 
problems. 
5.1. Definition. Let d =(X, Q, Y, M, 55’) and d’=(X, Q’, Y, M’, 5~7:) be given. We shall 
say that 
(i) ~2 is in reduced form if for each q’, q”EQ the relation q’-q” implies q’=q”; 
(ii) d’ is a reduct of & if d’ is in reduced form and SS! - d’. 
5.2. Theorem. Zf the matrix M, corresponding to the automaton d contains two 
identical rows, then there exist two automata ~2’ and &” with IQ1 - 1 states each of them, 
such that .d-,d’ and ,d-.d”. 
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Proof. Let the ith and the jth rows in M, be identical. According to Theorem 4.4(ii), 
the states qi and qj are equivalent. Let us construct zZ’= (X, Q’, Y, M’, %‘) and d” =(X, 
Q”, Y, M”, %‘) with X, Y and % the same as in d; Q’=Q\{qi}, Q”=Q\{qj), 




mqqs (X/Y) if q’#qi, 
m,,,W) + mqq,W) if 4’ = 4i; 
m;q,, (x,y) = 
i 
-lqWy) if q" # qj, 
m,,,(xly) +mqqj(XIY) if 4’ = 4j. 
Obviously, IQ’1 = IQ”1 = IQ1 - 1. If q # qi (q #qj), then the state qEQ is equivalent to the 
state qEQ’ (qEQ”). If q = qi (q = qj), then qjeQ’ (qi~Q”) is its equivalent. Conversely, for 
qEQ’ (qEQ”), its equivalent is qEQ. Thus, .d-.c4’ and d-d”. 
The automata &‘, &“, constructed as above, are called natural reducts for d. 
Therefore, the matrix M, indicates whether an automaton & is in reduced form: if no 
two rows of M, are identical, then & is in reduced form. Otherwise, the equivalence 
classes with respect to the identical rows determine the set of the states for the natural 
reduced automata. Since the matrix M, is semi-infinite, we can obtain the reduced 
automata only in the class of the NAR. 
5.3. Corollary. If d is a NAR, then 
(i) it is algorithmically decidable whether ~2 is in reduced form; 
(ii) the set of all natural reducts of ~2 is computable. 
Proof. (i) Since &’ is a NAR, we can obtain its behaviour matrix B. Now, according to 
Corollary 4.7, we simply check whether there exist identical rows in B; 
(ii) follows from Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3(i). Since ~2 is finite, the set Q of the 
states is finite and the algorithm for computing all natural reducts will be finite. 
Let &=(X, Q, Y, M, %7) be a NAR and d’ =(X, Q’, Y, M’, Sf?) be a natural reduct of 
d. We can obtain all reducts of d using the following method: each natural reduct 
&‘=(X, Q’, Y, M’, W) of & produces the set of all reducts {&- =(X, Q’, Y, M’-, %T)} 
associated with &“, where M” = {M”(x/y)lx~X, YE Y}, any M-(x/y) is a solution of 
the system M’(x/y). B’ = M” (x/y). B’; B’ is the behaviour matrix of the natural reduct 
&‘. If this system is consistent, then its solutions {M” (x/y)} determine the stepwise 
behaviour for a set of reducts {&-} under the input-output pair (x/y). The number of 
these reducts is equal to the number of the solutions of the system. Running all 
(x/y)~(x/Y), we obtain the set of the reducts {&-} associated with d’. 
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5.4. Corollary. All reducts of a given automaton have the same number of states. 
Remark. If (AzZ’, F’) - (&“, F”), we shall simply write F’ - F”. 
5.5. Definition. Let .d =(X, Q, Y, M, %) and .d’=(X, Q’, Y, M’, %‘) be given. 
(i) .d is in minimalform if for each 1,(q~Q) there does not exist 0, (qEQ) such that 
1,-O,; 
(ii) .d’ is a minimal of ,d if .d’ is in minimal form and .c9 z d’; 
(iii) JZZ is in strongly reduced,fbrm if for arbitrary F’, F” the relation F’- F” implies 
F’ E F”. 
(iv) .L’ is a strong reduct of & if &” is in strongly reduced form and dzd’. 
5.6. Proposition. (i) 1f.d is in minimal,form, then (A&‘, I,)-(,&, F)for any qEQ implies 
f (q)>O; 
(ii) if .c4 is in strongly reduced form, then it is in minimal form; 
(iii) if .c4 is in minimal form, then .d is in reduced form; 
(iv) if&” is a strong reduct of J&‘, then &“’ is a minimal of d; 
(v) if &“I is in reduced form, A is in minimal form and .d - d “, 
then d” is in minimal form. 
Proof. (i) Follows from Definition 5.5(i); 
(ii) let & be in strongly reduced form, i.e. F’ -F ” = F’ = F” for arbitrary F’, F”. Let 
us suppose that ~2 is not in minimal form, i.e. there exist I,, 0,: Q-C such that 
I, - 0,. But, according to the assumption, &’ is in strongly reduced form and, hence, 
I, - 0, = I, = O,, i.e. O,(q) = 1 > 0, a contradiction; 
(iii) let d be in a minimal form, but q’ -q”, i.e. I,, - I,,, . Since Z,,,(q’) = 0, we can put 
O,, = I,,, and, hence, I,, - I,,, implies I,, - O,,, a contradiction; 
(iv) follows from Definition 5.5 and Proposition 5.6(ii); 
(v) according to Proposition 5.6(iii), .d is in reduced form. Since d and Ccg” are 
both in reduced form, there are no identical rows in M, and MI,,, respectively. Since 
JZZ is in a minimal form, there does not exist a row in M, which is a linear combination 
of the other rows. But any row in M, is a row in MI,,, and vice versa. Hence, there does 
not exist a row in M;,, which is an LC of the other rows. This exactly means that JZZ” is 
in minimal form. 0 
5.7. Corollary. Zf .d is a NAR, then it is algorithmically decidable whether it is in 
minimal ,form or not. 
Proof. For each qEQ we have to solve the system I,. B = 0,. B for 0,. If all systems are 
inconsistent for each qEQ, then A@’ is in minimal form. 0 
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Note added in proof 
(1) The formal sum (1) indicates, that we are not interested in summing up the 
series, but rather in the algebraic structure. For infinite generating sets the notion of 
complete semiring, as defined in [S], works. Then the matrix product (4) of two infinite 
matrices is well defined. We avoid this painful formalism, because we consider only 
finite automata (with finite stepwise behaviour matrices) and in order to provide 
a clear exposition of the main ideas. 
(2) The meaning of the notion steady semiring seems to be difficult to understand. 
Some comments are worth mentioning here. 
If (C, K, M) is a steady semiring, then the semiring V provides the suitable 
algebraic structure with the corresponding operations and units; K gives the restric- 
tions to the considered elements and sequences of elements, bearing in mind the task 
under study (K means the underlying set for probabilities, or for grades of member- 
ship, or for weights, etc.); M stands for the constraints (as normalization, threshold, 
etc.). 
Obviously, the definition of a steady semiring, as proposed in Cl], is not lucid and it 
does not include the infinite index set I, which reflects on infinite automata. The latter 
requires %9 to be a complete semiring [S]. A precision in both aspects is subject to 
further investigations. 
(3) The Noetherian condition is sufficient for the existence of a finite generating set, 
but it does not imply the computability or resolution scheme for systems of linear 
equations. We would like to remind (cf. Comments 3.10) that all the results in Sections 
4 and 5 are valid under the assumption that we know how to solve systems of linear 
equations in V. 
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